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Abstract 
Knowledge of the dynamic performance of turbopumps is  essential for the pre- 
diction of instabilities in hydraulic systems; the necessary information i s  in the form of 
a transfer function relating the instantaneous pressures and mass flow rates at  inlet and 
discharge. Cavitation has a significant effect on this transfer function since dynamical 
changes in the volume of cavitation contribute to the difference in the instantaneousflow 
rates. The present paper synthesizes the transfer matrix for cavitating inducers at 
moderately low frequencies and shows that the numerical results a r e  consistent with 
observations on rocket engine turbopumps. 
1. INTRODUC'I'ION 
The advent of high performance pumps wlth cavitating inducers and their inclu- 
sion in increasingly complex hydraulic systems has created a definite need for improved 
understanding of the dynamic characteristics of such turbomachines when subjected to 
transient or oscillatory conditions a t  inlet andlor discharge. Much information, of 
course, exists on transient pipeline problems in hydropower systems112, boiler-feed 
systems3,* and other applications when only a single phase is involved; much less  know- 
ledge i s  available when a second (vapor) ~ h a s e  makes its appearance8'9'10. Turbo- 
machines present more complicated problems a s  far a s  dynarnical analysis is  concern- 
ed thou h there have been some recent advances in understanding self -excited reso- 
nancesZsp. The classical "circle" diagram of Fhappll i s  relevant only to very low 
frequencies in which the flow proceeds through a series of quasi-steady states. Even 
in non-cavitating operation one would expect quantities such a s  pump gain and resist- 
ance to be functions of some reduced frequency when this became of order one o r  great- 
er. Cavitation adds another dimension since the growth and/or decrease in the volume 
of vapor within the pump leads to differences in the instantaneous mass flow rates into 
and out of the turbomachine. Linearizing the dynamics by confining attention to small 
oscillations about a particular steady operating point, the problem i s  therefore to deter- 
mine the transfer function [Z] for the cavitating turbomachine where 
- 
pl ,  being the fluctuating pressure and mass flow rate at inlet and &, the cor- 
responding quantities at discharge; it  is  convenient to_re ard these a s  dimensionless J quantities related to the dimensional quantities &", p;*,ml ,155; by 
- 4 . * 
- Pl ,z - ml ,a 
P 1 , z - c  ; m,, ,=-  pAiU, (2) 
PUT 
where U, is the tip speed, At the inlet area and p the fluid density. Furthermore we 
define a reduced frequency, ur = nH/U, where ~2 i s  the actual frequency of the oscilla- 
tions and H the distance between impeller blade tips (see Fig. 1).  The oscillatory 
quantities a re  also regarded as  complex in the timewise imaginery unit j in order to 
represent the relative phases of those perturbations. The matrix elements Z,, , etc. 
a re  also complex, in general, and a re  functions not only of the mean operating state in- 
cluding the extent of cavitation in the turbomachine but also of the frequency, U. 
9 AramGsi konferencia I. 
It  should be noted that [Z] a s  defined in (1) i s  probably the minimum information 
required; the size of the matrix could be further increased by incorporation of other in- 
dependent fluctuating quantities such as the rotational speed of the impeller. Here we 
shall, for simplicity restrict attention to the basic matrix [Z] though elsewhere* we 
have considered the effects of fluctuating rotative speed. 
Lack of information on the transfer function [Z] has presented a major stumbl- 
ing block in the dynamic analysis of a number of modern hydraulic systems, and we il- 
lustrate this by a specif~c example. Virtually all l i q ~ ~ ~ L p r o p e l l e d  rockets a r e  suscept- 
ible to an instability, called the "POGO" instability ,which involves a closed loop 
interaction between the longitudinal structural modes of vibration and the dynamics of 
the propulsion system. This is an extreme hazard since it  can lead to excessive ac- 
celerationsof the payload, excessive s t resses  in the structure and premature shut-down 
of the engines. In simple terms it  involves longitudinal structural vibrations which 
lead to pressure fluctuations in the fuel and oxidizer tanks and to pressure and mass 
flow rate oscillations in the feedlines. The cavitating, high performance turbopurnps 
thus experience fluctuating Inlet conditions and as  a result the engines can produce an 
oscillating thrust which may lead to further amplification of the longitudinal structural 
vibration. Most of the essential elements in this system are  well understood and 
quantifiable with the notable and important exception of the turbopumps. We cite this 
example because ~t is one situation in which detailed attempts have been made to under- 
stand and quantify various elements in the transfer matrix [Z]. Some Investigations 
have tried to reconstruct the transfer function from observations on pump tests and 
flight data'6"6~17'1e'19. But pressure data alone and the absence of direct measurement 
of oscillatory mass flow rate requires all of these investigations to make certain as- 
sumptions concerning various dynamical elements in the system under investigation; 
hence these interpretations of the test observations and consequent results may be 
open to some question (see Sectlon 6). Other attempts have been made at theoretical 
prediction of some of the elements of [ z ] ~ ~ * ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  We shall see that all of these 
a r e  incomplete in some respect. Finally, we mention other laboratory experiments 
which have Involved the dynamical res  onse of cavitating inducers but have not attempt- 
ed to reconstruct the transfer fun~tion"~. 
2. TRANSFER MATRIX, FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE 
Fortunately In many practical situations, including the POGO problema, the 
reduced frequencies, w, a r e  sufficiently small to suggest reasonable validity for solution 
of the matrix elements in series with ascending powers of w or jw so that for example 
Consider now the relationship between the matrix elements a s  defined by (1) and the 
steady state operation to which they should asymptote a s  w tends to zero. Clearly then 
Zll should tend to and Zg1 should be equal to the local slope of the steady state curve of 
head r ise  against inlet pressure. Though zero under non-cavitating conditions, this 
element, known as  the cavitating pump gain may take some non-zero value due to the 
influence of cavitation number on the head rise. Furthermore we may identify Z& as  
a term which yields a dynamic gain different from the static pump gain. There a r e  
some indications that this may be a significant feature of turbopump dynamics19. On 
the other hand Zf, is  recognized as  the pump resistance or local slope of the steady 
state curve of head rise against flow rate; Z!, i s  clearly and inductive impedance due 
to the fluid inertia in the pump and is termed the pump inertance. 
Unlike the elements Zl1, Z12 the other two Zzl, Z,, should tend to zero as  
w +  0 since the instantaneous mass flow rates should be identical in steady state opera- 
tion. It  follows that 
Z,, = - jw K, + O(wa ) (5) 
Z,, = - jwM, + O(wa) (6) 
where KE is  termed the dimensionless "compliance" of the pump and is  closely related 
throughKE =C, U7/2HA. to the dimensional compliance C, used in space vehicle analysis3'. 
We call the dimensionless characterist ic M the m a s s  flow main factor. Though 
there have been recent efforts to evaluate K ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ "  and to relate i t t o  the extent and 
type of cavitation expected in a cavitating inducer it has been universally assumed ior 
lack of any other knowledge to the contrary that Za2 and Me were identically zero. One 
purpose of this paper i s  to demonstrate that M a i s  f a r  f rom zero for typical inducers 
and may indeed represent a major dynamic effect. 
3.  AXIAL INDUCER WITH CAVITATION 
In the present paper we concentrate attention on the evaluation of the transfer 
function for a axial cavitating Inducer xn a high perfor&ance turbopump. Since cavita- 
tion in an  inducer can take a number of different forms (see  Refs. (23,24)),  i t  1s con- 
venient to envisage each a s  contributing pa r t s  to the dynamic characterist ics.  Though 
B r e ~ e n  23 has shown that transient bubble cavitation can contribute substantially to 
compliance, most ~ n v e s t i ~ a t i o n s ~ " ' ~ ~ ' ~ ~  have presumed that the majority of the com- 
pliance will a r i s e  f rom the dynamic response of the fully developed blade cavxties or  
vaporous wakes which form on the suction sides of the blades a t  lower cavitation num- 
b e r s , ~ ,  defined a s  
UT = (PI ..PC)/$ (u? u?) (7) 
where pl ,p, a r e  the inlet and cavity (vapor) pressure  and UF i s  the inlet fluid velocxty. 
The argument here i s  that blade cavities, when they a r e  formed, represent the major-  
ity of the cavity volume, though other contributions may a r i se  f rom bubble cavitation In 
the tip clearance and backflows. Consequently Brennen and  costa^^'"^ developed theo- 
retical  solutions for the cavitating flow and evaluated the cav~ta t lon compliance, Kg .  
Briefly the method involves the neglect of radxal velocities and the separate solution of 
the flow in a se r i e s  of radial annuli a s  indicated in Fig. 1. Each radial station is  then 
unrolled into a cascade and the flow solved a s  a function of local angle of attack a ( r ) ,  
blade P(r ) ,  blade thickness ratio d ( r )  and e l c a v i t a t i o n  number U, defined by 
where Us ( r )  i s  the local blade velocity. 
Usually U, << UT and thus uL and the overall  cavitation number U, a r e  approx- 
imately related by IJ, = R%, / r 2 .  Moreover the angle of attack a(r )  i s  related to the 
overall flow coefficient, rp = UF /UT by 
~ ( r )  = $ - P(r) - tan-' (Rcp/r) (9; 
A linearized cavitating cascade theory was employed to obtain flow solutions 
which enabled the cross-sectional a rea  of the cavity ~ ' . ( r )  to be obtained a s  a function 
of er,P,d and 0,. Defining a non-dimensional a r e a  a = ~: ' /(h(r)  it follows that for  a 
given inducer geometry the total volume of cavity in the inducer, V, which 1s a funct~on 
of the operating conditions cp, U, can then be obtained by integration 
R 
V(cp.q) = a ( r , a L , c p ) i h ( r ) ) a ~ d r  (10) 
R!i 
where N i s  the number of blades (h(r )  = ZwrlN). 
4. COMPLIANCE, MASS FLOW GAIN FACTOR 
Since the instantaneous difference between the inlet and dxscharge mass  flow 
ra t e s  must be equal to the ra te  of change of cavity v o l ~ m e  with time we now observe 
chat the dynamic elements Zp l r  Z m  can be evaluated f rom a ser ies  of quasisteady 
cavi ta t~ng cascade solutions using the relations 

These can be derived f rom the above observation and the definitions ( l ) ,  (2). It follows 
f rom (11) that the compliance Kg given by Zel = -jwKe a r i se s  f rom changes in the cavity 
volume a s  the inlet pressure  var ies  while the angle of attack and/or flow coefficient, cp, 
remain constant. Since usually U,>> UF the variation in inlet pressure  implies variation 
in the cavitation number and the derivative in (11) which determines Z2, i s  essentially 
the change of volume with cavitation number. On the other hand the mass  flow gain 
factor defined by Zzz  = -j&4, a r i se s  f rom volume changes with angle of attack o r  flow 
coefficient while the inlet p re s su re  remains constant. Substituting for V f rom Eq. (10) 
and utilizing the geometric relations between U,, U,, a ,  P one obtains K, ,Mg as  
where K,,M, a r e  local compliances and local m a s s  flow gain factors a t  each radial 
position given by 
Ba KL = - -  
a DL (15) 
Thus in o rde r  to evaluate the compliance and mass  flow gain factor and hence Zz,, Z, 
we need only evaluate the quantities Ba/i3uL and aa / aa  for each radial position f rom the 
appropriate cascade analysis and then integrate these according to the relations (13), 
(1 4). I t  i s  worth anticipating typical numerical resul ts  to note that the t e r m  in ML in- 
volving aa/Bo, i s  usually small  since cutp i s  generally close to r / 2 ;  hence 
Note that this implies the following approximate relation which can be most useful in 
interpreting the numerical resul ts  
That i s  to say the ra te  of change of the compliance with flow coefficient i s  equal to the 
r a t e  of change of m a s s  flow gain factor with cavitation number. 
Fur thermore  observe that the choice in definition of KL,ML implies through the 
relation (13), (14) that if KL increases  l inearly with radial  posltion and M, i s  indepcnd- 
ent of r then K, ,Ma a r e  simply equal to the values of KL ,ML at the blade tip. Frequent- 
ly these a r e  useful f i r s t  approximations.' 
RADIAL POSITION, r / R  
F i g u r e  2. Radial  var ia t ions  of the blade angle, P ,  blade thickness 
to n o r m a l  spacing ra t io ,  d ,  and angle of at tack a 
(for  cp = 0 .097)  for  the  ox id izer  turbopump inducers  in 
the Sa turn  J1 and F1 engines. 
t 
HUB RADIAL POSITION , r/R 
Figure 3 .  Radial variations of the blade angle, P ,  blade thickness to 
normal spacing ratio, d ,  and angle of attack, a .  (for various 
flow coefficients, rp) for the low pressure oxidizer turbopump 
of the main Shuttle engine (designated Impeller IV LPOTS). 
5 .  APPLICATION TO TURBOPUMPS 
With the ability to evaluate the compliance and mass  flow gain factor we a r e  now 
in the position of being able to obtain the f i r s t  non-zero t e r m s  in the expansions of 
of the elements Z,, , Z12, Zal ,  Z, in the t ransfer  function. This should allow f i r s t  
o rde r  o r  low frequency analysis of dynamic turbopump characterist ics and we shall i l-  
lustrate this by application to liquid propelled rocket turbopumps. Figures 2 and 3 i l-  
lustrate the necessary  initial information on inducer geometry, namely blade angle and 
blade thickness a s  a function of radial position; Fig. 2 is  relevant to the oxidizer pump 
(JZ-0) on the J 2  Saturn engine while Fig. 3 presents  data on the proposed low p re s su re  
oxidizer pump for  the main engines of the Shuttle Space vehicle. Though data has also 
been obtained for  other fuel and oxidizer turbopumps we shall confine ourselves he re  to 
these two examples. The f i rs t  i s  chosen because of the extensive dynamic tes ts  which 
have been performed on it1"1711' and the resulting comparison which can be made with 
the theory (see  next Section); the l a t t e r  i s  chosen because of i ts  current interest .  
By way of example, the resulting radial  distributions of local  compliance, KL, 
and local mass  flow gain factor, M,,  for the Shuttle inducer a r e  shown in Fig.  4. 
Integrated total compliances, K,,  and mass  flow gain factors,  M B ,  a r e  included in Figs. 
5 and 6. Perhaps  the most significant feature of the results  i s  that, over most  of the 
range of cavitation number the mass  flow gain factor M, i s  significantly l a rge r  than the 
compliance, K B .  This strongly suggests that any dynamic transfer function which omits 
Z,, while retaining Zz l  could be seriously in e r ro r .  
6 .  COMPARISON WITH TEST OBSERVATIONS ON SATURN ENGINE 
Smce extensive dynamic tes ts  were  performed on the Saturn J 2  engine, we shall 
u s e  this data for a comparison between the theory and tes t  observations. Lumped pa ra -  
meter  electrical  analogies a r e  commonly employed to model the experimental observa- 
tions. The simplest  turbopump model used,  fo r  example, by ~ u r ~ h ~ l '  consists of a 
compliance element, C, a p re s su re  (voltage) amplifier ,  G, representing the pump gain 
and a pump resistance,  R (Model A. Fig. 7). The discharge line i s  represented by an  
inertance,  L ,  and a discharge resistance,  R,. However in the tes ts  considered he re  
R, was estimated to be smal l  compared with R (Ref. 15 and private communication) so 
for  convenience we shall assume that i t  i s  absorbed in R and that the load i s  purely 
inertive. 
The experimental observations which consist  of p re s su re  fluctuation measure-  
ments only over a range of perturbation frequencies,  0 ,  a r e  commonly analyzed in the 
following way. F i r s t  theoretical es t imates  a r e  made for  some of the quantities such a s  
L, R, and G, the l a s t  being close to unity. Then the observations a r e  analyzed to find 
the compliance, C, a t  various cavitation numbers which yields the best  f i t  to the input 
impedance of the electrical  analogy. One of the most  detailed investigations of this 
type was that performed on the J2  oxidizer However i t  became appar- 
ent  in those tes ts  that a single compliance, C ,  was insufficient to properly match the 
dynamic data and a modification, known a s  the "double-compliance model" (Model B, 
Fig. 7)  was suggested since it appeared more  consistent with the observations. The in- 
put impedance of this model i s  
and values of C ,  R1 /G, R2/G, GC, and L /G  deduced f rom the tes ts  on the JZ-0 turbopump 
a r e  gwen by Vaage, Fld ler  and Zehnle18. The same dimensional values of the com- 
pliance, C, and RIG a r e  l lsted in Table 1; fur thermore  the compliance, C, i s  plotted 
in Flg. 6. 
In the past  such compliances were  directly compared with the theoretical  
values2'; as  i l lustrated in Fig. 6 this led to the perplexing conclusion that the theo- 
retical  values were  some three to ten t imes  smal ler  than the "observedu  value^^"^. 
We shall now demonstrate that such comparisons were  inappropriate. 
IMPELLER l3Z LPOTS for q5 = 0.06 
3 
RADIAL POSITION , r / R  
Figure 4. Example of the radial  distributions of compliance, K . and 
m a s s  flow gain factor,  M fo r  Impeller IV LPOTS 5 a 
flow coefficient of 0. 06 Hnd various t ip cavitation numbers,  
OT. 
TIP CAVITATION NUMBER , uT 
Figure 5. Calculated compliance, K , and m a s s  flow gain factor. 
for low pressure oxidizer%mbopump in  the main Shuttle M ~ '  
engine (Impeller IV LPOTS) as  a function of flow coefficient 
and tip cavitation number, ci T ' 
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Figure  6. Dynamic c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of the J2-0 turbopump. Theoret ical ly 
calculated compliance,  K . - - - - - - -  , and m a s s  flow gain factor ,  
M ,- , for  rp = 0. 093 Values derived f r o m  exper imenta l  
ob2ervation: (1)  Main compliance,  C . derived f r o m  Rocketdyne 
Model B. O * - . - .  0 ( 2 )  Compliance,  Kg, ...- .D and m a s s  
flow gain factor .  MB , A .  . . . A , f r o m  Model C of this  paper.  
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Figure 7. Electronic analogies for the dynamic behavior of cavitating 
turbopumps and the m a s s  flow gain factor Model C of this paper. 
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First  we must observe that Models A and B, Fig. 7 are purely empirical in 
nature and that the "compliance" used within them i s  not necessarily identical to the 
compliance more precisely defined in this paper through Eqs. (1) and (5). Indeed the 
considerations of this paper suggest the Model C, Fig. 7 which consisrs of a gain G, a 
resistance R,, a dimensional compliance C, and a dimensional mass flow gain factor 
M$ contained within a pump transfer function. The input impedance is  then 
Now we shall compare (19) and (20) and, using the data of Table 1, attempt to deduce 
actual values for the compliance, Cg, and mass flow gain factor, Mi  relevant to the 
experimental observations. In doing so it is  well to remember the limitations of our 
low frequency analysis; if 119) and (20) a r e  equated and the result arranged a s  an ascend- 
ing polynomial in jR then we a re  only justified in equating to zero the coefficients of the 
first two terms. The first gives simply R, = R; the second yields the relation 
Thls relation makes clear why the "compliance", C, derived by the experimenters can 
be so different from the values of, C,, derived theoretically. Essentially i t  is due to 
the total neglect of the possibility of a mass flow gain factor within the lumped para- 
meter analogles used in analysis of the test observations; only when M: = 0 can C =Cg.  
Though the present analysis of observations cannot permit separation of C, and M: 
we have chosen a set  of values of C, and M$ which a r e  consistent with the values of C 
and RIG through the relation (21); these a r e  tabulated in Table 1 and also plotted in Fig. 
6. It is  clear from this figure that these estimated experimental values of compliance, Kg, 
and mass flow gain factor, M, , a re  in muchbetter agreement withtheory than would be ob- 
tained had we simplistically and incorrectly compared the compliance mom the Rocket- 
dyne model with the theoretical, K,. Indeed given the approximate nature of the experi- 
mental data the agreement is  most encouraging. The somewhat greater experimental 
values of compliance and mass flow gain factor could ar ise  through contributions from 
tip vortex, backflow and bubble cavitation volumes which a re  not included in the present 
analysis. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It has been demonstrated that a dynamic transfer function which includes not 
only a compliance but also a mass flow gain factor i s  a satisfactory f i rs t  approximation 
for  a cavitating turbopump. In the past, neglect of the latter factor led to large dis- 
crepancies between theoretical predictions of compliance and values estimated from 
experimental observations. When the latter a r e  analyzed with prior knowledge of the 
existence of a mass flow gain factor then the differences between theory and experiment 
a r e  very much smaller and the comparison provides support for the validity of the 
theoretical model. The remaining differences may be ascribed to the fact that we have 
considered only blade cavities and have neglected additional volumes associated with tip 
clearance, backflow and bubble cavitation. 
However there also remam l~mitattons in the present theory. In the first place 
it  1s limlted to low reduced frequencies. Furthermore we have evaluated only the first 
non-zero term in the expansions for each of the elemnts of the transfer function. A 
more sophisticated hydrodynamic solutlon is  necessary in order to evaluate the second 
terms. Such solutions a re  becoming a ~ a i l a b l e ~ ~ ' ~ ~  but have not as yet been mcorporat- 
ed In the transfer function. 
Since there a re  indications of significant differences between the dynamic and 
static pump gain1' it would seem that these extensions of the present model and the 
evaluation of ZB,, in particular could be most useful and instructive. 
Clearly, however, there is  a dire ne.ed for more specific and detailed experi- 
mental data on the complete transfer function. Such experiments, unlike the previous 
tes ts ,  should measure  directly the fluctuating p res su resandmass  flow ra tes  a t  inlet and dis- 
charge and thus permit more  conclusive comparison between theory and experiment. We a r e  
presently involved in such an experiment and hope to present  resul ts  in the near  future. 
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TABLE 1 
Numerical  values for  the J2-0 turbopump accordmg to the Model B, Flg. 7 f rom Vaage, 
Fid ler  and Zehnle (1971) and equivalent values of Cg and M$ for the m a s s  flow gain 
factor Model C. 
* 
TIP CAVITATION R O C K E T D Y N E  '.MASS F L O W  G A I N  
NUMBER MODEL B FACTOR MODEL C 
"For the J2-0 pump the non-dimensional K0 1s given by Cg / ( l .  48 x 10*m2) fo r  the non- 
dimensional M, by M$ ~ ( 2 7 9 s ' ) .  
